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QUEENSLAND IN THE 1970S and 1980s seemed governed — and I mean
at the deepest level of the physical laws, not simply by the artifice of political
agents — by the forces of chance or fortune. When things turned out badly or
were just plain weird, we called it chance; in those rare instances when things
went well, we called it fortune.
It was an impossible place, variously steaming hot in that pre‑AC era or
chilly, always colder inside the old Queenslander than outside it. In summer,
when you wound down the windows in your car, it was like someone was
holding a hairdryer up to the side of your face. On a cold winter’s morning,
there would be more tousle-haired, pyjama-clad people out on the footpath
in the sun than inside their single-skin, windows-never-quite-closingproperly Queensland cottages. And bloody toads everywhere. We measured
them by the square metre. My father would bat them by the bucketload onto
the highway that ran by our house, but next evening there’d be as many on
the lawn again, as if there was some eternal spring from which they seeped,
undaunted by the nightly carnage.
If the place itself was absurd, the political system was farcical. It was
governed by an ultra-conservative, barely literate premier and his variously
corrupt or stupid (an inclusive disjunction) cronies. It was into this milieu
that one young man stepped, freshly minted from a Christian Brothers
school, but interestingly radicalised by the experience. With a caustic eye for
the absurd and a wicked wit, he set out to take apart the establishment.
He was the discoverer of ‘farce rays’, the fifth force governing the universe,
at least as far as it was visible from Brisbane, and the Ledwich Principle (also
known as the Law of Minimal Pleasure). According to this law of nature and
human commerce, it is not energy or momentum (or anything else expressed
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by the equation e=mc2) that is conserved, but pleasure. The most observed
effect of this law is the absence of any completely unmitigated pleasure.
Lighting a cigarette at a bus stop will, in and of itself, cause the bus to arrive.
Sitting down to a meal causes the phone to ring. Endeavouring to sleep in on
a Saturday morning is enough to start the lawnmower next door. It’s uncanny
but, in a universe governed by farce, completely predictable.
The discoverer of this farce, this universal ruse and underlying truth
behind all good conspiracy theories, was Damien Ledwich. This is his story.
Sort of. It is as much a story of a distinctively Queensland character, a history
of a place and a time through what that place and time produced, a being
utterly unique and, sadly for us all, irreplaceable.

A singular child
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Molokai in Hawaii, and succumbed
to the disease shortly thereafter. (‘Rest
in pieces!’ The Bishop would have
said.) The Bishop had a calling too,
though not exactly the one his mother
was thinking of at the time. He would
shape the counterculture of a city,
one joke at a time. And build a lot of
retaining walls.
We have started this narrative
with an infant, luge-riding his way
into the world, but we need to loop further back to know where such a
singular child could have come from. This may seem an odd way of writing
a narrative, but The Bishop would have been fine with it. He thought that
linear time was a human artefact not essentially different from a can opener
or carburettor in terms of its instrumental status, constructed by us to make
sense of train and bus timetables but good for little else. We should therefore
be able, with his blessing, to follow different temporal loops and ask what
forces of nature and chance could produce such an extraordinary individual.
As luck would have it, there is a family history worth telling in itself.

‘The Midnight
Dog Watching a
Flight of Forks’, by
Damien Ledwich,
appeared in
Catastrophe
Comics, 1979.

THE PLACE TO START A Life is neither at the Beginning nor the End
nor the Defining Moments nor the Career Highlights, but at a single,
arbitrarily chosen point, a singularity in the human condition, where one is
utterly individuated from every other thing and where the limitations of one’s
powers of acting and resisting are clearer than they will ever be. Only from
there can one make sense of the rest, which is not to say that the rest is not
there or not important.
That moment where the absolute contingency of things, and how stupid
it makes all human effort directed at the taming of chance seem, is where we
find Damien, amused and oddly comforted by the fact.
They called him ‘The Bishop’ because of the way he sat in his high chair,
as if presiding. It was doubtless not presiding but rather the execution of
a sequence of forensic investigations into the world around him. (Alien
scientist that he was, he figured out early that it is dogs and cars that are
really in control of the planet.) He was four-of-five, the product of a difficult,
uncertain pregnancy and equally uncertain birth, yanked into the world feet
first by a nun who predicted (falsely) that he would thereby make a runner.
He would develop a physique more like Popeye the Sailor Man, as if selected
by evolution for rowing or building retaining walls, and so he did (row and
build retaining walls), as Nature had intended. But at his debut on the world
stage on 19 April 1956, he was just modelling what would later become his
signature trait of taking the world on arse-first.
He was named after the soon-to-be-but-not-yet-or-not-quite-sainted Saint
Damien, who had answered the call to look after the lepers on the island of

ALONG ONE BRANCH OF the family tree, The Bishop was a Mullins,
whose family history has been preserved expertly by his mother, Audrey,
and before her, her grandfather, Senior Sergeant Daniel Mullins of the
Victorian Mounted Police. The family history is a story of guts and luck, wit
and grit, a history straddling both sides of the law, convicts on one side and,
on the other, those who brought to justice the stock rustlers, bushrangers,
extortionists and shysters of rural Victoria in the late 1800s.
Audrey’s research shows two (separate) extended-family members on the
First Fleet in 1788: a John Mullins (1765–1827), about whom little is known
except that he was a labourer, and Hannah (later Anne) Mullins (1759–1817),
who, with her infant daughter, Mary, survived, in order, poverty in Ireland,
conviction (for an ingenious-if-failed attempt to obtain the wages of a dead
man by forgery of a will), two years in Newgate prison, a death sentence
(which was commuted), four months in a rotting hulk on the Thames, and
the long journey through treacherous water in the hold of a small ship, the
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Lady Penrhyn, to Botany Cove. Hannah was eventually emancipated, married,
widowed, remarried – but then her tale peters out. Although not directly
in the ancestral line of The Bishop, John and Hannah established such a
reputation for survival against the odds that it became almost the family coat
of arms. And so they did – survive, that is – against some pretty odd odds.
It was another Mullins from County Clare, Ireland, Michael (b. 1826),
who started the Australian division of the family that led directly to Damien.
Driven out of Ireland by the quest for a better class of potato, Michael
emigrated to Australia in the 1850s to start farming and there married
another young Irish lass, Julia. Julia herself was no shrinking violet, having
been widowed at the age of twenty-four and having emigrated from Ireland
to Australia on her own in 1855 on the Hotspur. She married Michael in
Melbourne at twenty-nine years of age. Among their children was another
keen-eyed forensic investigator, Daniel, (1858–1942), who no doubt sat in
his highchair presiding and dissecting all that went on around him too. He
became a policeman, epitomising the intelligence and resilience that are the
distinguishing features of The Bishop’s clan.
Senior Sergeant Daniel Mullins was assigned to Glenrowan just after
the shooting of Daniel Kelly (Ned’s brother) and Dan Hart, and, indeed,
received an invitation to Ned’s hanging at the Melbourne Gaol, which was

a bit of a gala event one gathers, which he refused to attend. It is unclear
what Daniel’s attitude was to the bringing down of his countrymen, but he
unfailingly executed his duty with integrity, humour, compassion and an
unwavering sense of social justice. He single‑handedly recaptured Emma
Thompson – named the ‘Kelly Telegraph’ for her ‘wild ridings’ through the
bush delivering communications among the gang members. ‘We noticed her
long blue veil caught on a bush,’ Daniel recorded in his diary. ‘I rode on and
saw her riding for life and liberty and overtook her for she had turned her
back on Glenrowan.’
‘Where to, Emma?’ he asked, wryly.
‘Had I that mare,’ she replied, ‘I’d have led you a dance.’
There are many stories like this in Daniel’s diary that reveal an intelligent
mind and sympathy for natural, unprejudiced justice. In his way he
transcended the laws of the land, understanding that people are as much a
product of what they are dealt as of what they deal. In one incident, he captured
an extortionist presenting herself to her victims as ‘Mrs Kelly’. Of her capture,
Daniel wrote: ‘I was never so pleased during my service to punish this woman
and clear the stigma she would place on Mrs Kelly – as though she had not load
enough to carry.’ Clearly, there was some sympathy for the plight of this clan.
On another occasion, Daniel, sick with the flu, rode out for two nights in heavy
rain, tracking a stolen herd of cattle through the bush, and then orchestrated an
elaborate sting operation, involving plainclothes policemen, for the arrest of the
perpetrators. For this operation he was commended.
This sense of natural justice lives on in The Bishop’s family, who lead lives
of service to others, with humility, humour and that unwavering commitment
to social justice that is the mark of their heritage. Well into her eighties, The
Bishop’s mother, Audrey, was delivering goods and furniture to help settle
Australia’s more recent and desperate refugees. She would always say that, while
Damien set his mind to dismantling the system, she tried to help its victims.
Importantly, though, they were always working towards the same goals.
When the Law of Minimal Pleasure strikes, there are only two responses:
suck it up or suck it up. Wit and grit are common themes across both sides
of The Bishop’s family tree. Audrey has traced the Ledwich/Ledwidge/
Ledwith/de Ledwyc history back to the Kingdom of Meath in 1270, relegated
to the west of the Shannon by Cromwell, who deemed them ‘Irish papists’.
The family was considered gentry – there is a town named after them
(unsurprisingly, Ledwichtown) and there are at least two recorded reverends
and (possibly) an opera singer in the family tree.
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Police pose with
Joe Byrne’s horse at
Glenrowan, 1880.

‘Our Lady of the
Assumption’, by
Damien Ledwich,
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Catastrophe
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would keep him from going to war and yet shorten his life in other ways. But
it would put him in the right place at the right time – the Therry Society, a
Melbourne Catholic drama group – to meet Audrey, whom he married in
1947. And so, despite all the little contingencies, all the chance events that
have to take place to put a single sperm in the right place at the right time,
our little man became not only possible but actual.

But there were also less
auspicious characters, including a
convict, Christopher Ledwich, who
was transported to Australia in
1821. Simon Ledwich (1829–1859)
emigrated to Australia in 1854 with
his wife Anne (who gave birth to a
son, John, on the ship), establishing
the roots of the tree that lead up to
our man. Anne died when John was
two, and Simon married a Tipperary
woman, Eliza Ryan. When Simon
died at the age of thirty, Eliza was left
with two small children, John and her
son to Simon, William, who was then
aged only six months. Eliza moved
the family – timber, stock and the lot
– on her own by bullock to Pyalong
and would walk twenty-eight miles
once a week to sell butter and fetch
supplies, locking the children in the
house while she was away. John left
home after his mother’s remarriage
in 1869, married Frances Doran, and had eight children, one of whom was The
Bishop’s grandfather, Frederick, who farmed at Berriwillock.
The Bishop’s father, Harry, was born in 1918, and led a boisterous, healthy
early childhood on the farm, including shooting competitions. Until the
Ledwich Principle struck, that is. After rabbit shooting at the age of thirteen
and riding in the back of a truck with the day’s ‘bag’, he was accidentally shot
in the groin when one of the men dropped his loaded gun onto the truckbed.
Deflecting off the metal stock, the pellets splattered into Harry’s upper
chest and legs. The rest is a tale of excruciating suffering – osteomyelitis
caused by rabbit hairs penetrating his bones, multiple operations, infections,
unremovable pellets, radical therapies involving keeping wounds open
and damage to the lungs caused by excessive amounts of anaesthetic –
unimaginable pain and suffering inflicted over a two-year period.
This turn of events would change the course of Harry’s life, forcing him
to renounce farming and take up office work for an aircraft company. It

THE BISHOP WAS A hardy newborn, hardier at birth than his mother.
As a young woman, Audrey suffered pleurisy, pneumonia and asthma,
which she could not shake until the family moved in 1957 from Melbourne
to the warmer environs of Brisbane. The move was dramatic. Audrey,
chronically ill and with four children, and Harry in a mini caravan, with no
destination in mind, just heading for somewhere warmer. The alternative (see
aforementioned radical therapies) would have seen Audrey stay in hospital for
months and have part of her lung removed. The plan, or lack thereof, worked.
They began life in Brisbane in a caravan park on the Brisbane River. As
Audrey’s health improved, she gained strength by having to chase The Bishop
down the jetty to prevent him taking various leaps of faith into the water.
Carmelite priests helped find them a house, which made life easier though
less fun for The Bishop. The Bishop and his siblings were all cherubic Irish
descendants who thrived in the subtropical climate of Brisbane like the choko
vines that colonised just about every back fence.
Damien was quickly inducted into family culture, assuming the celebrated
role of Crash Test Dummy for his elder brother Michael’s latest wheeled
invention and learning the arts of survival in a large family. Rule 1: Inhale food
(seconds are for firsts). Rule 2: Be indifferent to minor discomforts (there’s
going to be a lot of them; see aforementioned Law of Minimal Pleasure). Rule 3:
Always deny the principle ex nihilo nihil fit – ‘nothing comes from nothing’ (in
other words, you can always make something – an adventure – out of nothing).
There are many points of biographical data to substantiate Damien’s strict
adherence to these rules, not all of which can be recounted here. But some
are priceless. Packed into the backseat of the pre‑seatbelted family car along
with his siblings – Michael, Gerard, Kathleen and Clare, plus one of their
friends – Damien, aged four, shot out the window on a turn and bounced
along the siding. ‘We did go back for him,’ his mother assures us, in case
anyone was wondering.
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Back to The Bishop

Damien Ledwich
plays the toadaphone
in The Cane Toad
Times, Spring 1988.
STEVEN HAMILTON

Damien and his brothers were avid Scouts, Michael rising high enough
in the militarised ranks to assume full responsibility for orchestrating many
a near-death experience. Some involved being literally up or down the
proverbial creek without a paddle. Some involved an almost airtight cave,
shared with a dead cow, a hypothermic dog named Pepe and a bat named
Igor. Some involved forging a swollen river on a lilo; trekking for four hours
through the bush to the Coloured Sands, sans food or water; or abseiling
down a 200-foot drop off Beerwah in the Glasshouse Mountains, Damien
outclassing his group by plummeting down without hesitation. His brother
Gerard recalls the siblings putting on a puppet show – Rinse the Blood off My
Toga – featuring the line from Julius Caesar, ‘Friends, Romans, Countrymen!
Lend me your ears!’ Damien’s contribution to the props included a canvas
bag stained with red dye – ‘the ears’, he explained.
His siblings were all high-achieving, talented students and he was no
exception, excelling across the curriculum and devouring books on any
subject. Even badly written books were, because of that, interesting. (And
thus he proved the theorem that nothing is boring. Take the least interesting
thing. That is in itself interesting. Now take the next least interesting thing,
which has become the new least interesting thing, and that is in itself
interesting. And so on. So nothing is boring. QED.)

Another appetite was developing during this childhood: the appetite for
satire. With his large, stocky, square head and prominent forebrain, he was a
phrenologist’s dream. He was writing satire in primary school, much to the
nuns’ chagrin. At high school, under the tutelage of the Christian Brothers,
he relished opportunities to push the boundaries, creatively, socially,
politically. Whereas his siblings had learned to be compliant to their parents’
or other authorities’ demands before just doing what they wanted anyway,
Damien required a full rationale, clear logical progression from premise to
conclusion, each inferential step guaranteed by the laws of logic. (Later in life
this demand for logical precision would not be viewed as an endearing trait
by all, particularly clients, who operated more on the Client-Is-Always-Right
principle. But it would become one of the most Defining Characteristics
and Alluring Qualities of our man.
His family describe his unnecessary Year 12 at school as, well, ‘unnecessary’,
because he had already qualified for university. But this was the period of
radicalisation that extended not just to politics but to the very Church in which
he had been nurtured. (We have to now stop referring to him as ‘The Bishop’.)
There was little room in his logical schema for miracles, even if he had
been one. And thus what looked like a miracle would have to be explained by
something equally mysterious, namely chance or fortune, or be the product
of some unknown reason or cause, which was even more intolerable. He
had difficulty accepting anything that came out of the mouths of his fellow
human beings that was not grounded in an uncompromising reason; if it was
merely caused by irrational neurological events, it was no better than a tic,
for which there ought to be some medical cure. He could not, in other words,
suffer fools at all, let alone gladly, and, worse, had come to think that they all
really were fools.
Whatever we may think of these shifts in his thinking, he would pour
his developing taste for the arts of reason and intolerance for conservative
ideologies into waking up a sleepy city, forging a radical alternative lifestyle
in the fringe arts that would contribute, in its way, to bringing down a
government.

Fringe dwelling
DAMIEN COULD HAVE STUDIED anything, been anything. He was,
categorically, brilliant. But whatever he was going to do had to be interesting.
His love of design, fostered in, of all places, a drafting subject at his school
28
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Self-portrait, by
Damien Ledwich,
is previously
unpublished, 1979.

(Terrace), drew him to the University of Queensland’s Bachelor of Design
Studies in 1974. It was intended as a pathway to an Architecture qualification,
but Damien made the pathway his home; indeed, made it an occupation
before it really, in Brisbane anyway, was one.
He made an immediate impression at university, arriving late on the
first day carrying a bicycle and wearing a homemade poncho fashioned
from a yellow gingham tablecloth. Showing up late and generally aligning
his circadian rhythms to that of the fruit bat would remain a lifelong
commitment, one that he can truly be said to have perfected more than
anyone else known. Perhaps it was the zeds in the name that attracted him to
join the radio station, 4ZZZ, in its infancy.
Triple Zed started transmission on 8 December 1975. Damien designed
posters for it and for its subscriber magazine, Radio Times. In the Triple
Zed collective, Damien would meet lifelong friends and collaborators: Terry
Murphy, Libby Watson-Brown, Peter Skinner, Anne Jones, Roger Todd and
Allan Martin. For a while, the ‘Archie students’ (as the Architecture students
were known) ran Radio Times. Damien and Terry designed a stunning array
of posters into the 1980s and learned the skills to operate in print media that
would set them on their future careers in design.
In 1976 brilliant cartoons started arriving at 4ZZZ, left there after hours by
an elusive public servant called Matt Mawson. It took some detective work but
Damien eventually tracked Matt down, and thus began a creative partnership
of legendary proportions. It was in that year also that Damien graduated with
a Bachelor of Design Studies and entered the Garden of Forking Paths.
One path led to something incomprehensible to him – a real job. In 1977
he sat the Australian Public Service entrance exam and did so well that he
was asked to immediately join the senior management track. It is unclear
what part of the offer – ‘senior’, ‘management’ or ‘job’ – put him off, but
he chose instead a junior position in the Australian Taxation Office. From
the start, he struggled to get to work by 9 am (see aforementioned fruit
bat phenotype) and, in the same year, he joined The Cane Toad Times (first
collective) as a cartoonist and layout artist.
Despite appearances – his ‘share house’ lifestyle and loud-shirt-andthongs habiliments – he was at the centre of a nascent counterculture,
heading towards the Pineapple of His Success, as one of the most talented
young designers of the Sunshine State.
In the middle of 1978 Damien enrolled at the Architecture Association
(AA) in London. He and Anne Jones flatted together in Stoke Newington,

where many Hassidic Jews lived. Damien always found the triumph of cultural
identity over comfort fascinating. The men wore uncut forelocks, black hats
and long coats even when it was hot; the women, bad wigs (Damien and Anne
were convinced that underneath they had shaved heads). At Christmas, Steve
Stockwell arrived, having been in South America. He was really sick with a
tropical disease and spent all of Christmas Day in bed moaning.
Anne summarises their first White Christmas poignantly: ‘It was bitterly
cold. Central heating was crap. Worst Christmas ever!’ ‘Stockie’ had to cut his
trip short and go straight back to Brisbane, where he spent several weeks in the
Royal Brisbane Hospital recovering. Mark (Marko) Leith visited. Kerry Davies
and Phil Cullen lived for a month in the basement next to something referred
to mysteriously as ‘the heating’. Kerry has an image of Damien on his birthday
with lit candles in the lapel buttonholes of his jacket. There was some travelling
through Europe with friends. Boxes were ticked. London had called and was
conquered by pocket-sized cartoon books that became an underground hit.
Damien finished the year but not the program at the Architecture
Association – the experience left him cold, in every sense of the term. Since
there was no student space in which to work and he was set designing slums
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and crematoria, he knew Architecture was not for him and, being conscious
of the fact his parents were supporting him he left, preferred not to waste their
money further. He returned to Brisbane in 1979, arriving to find his father,
Harry, recovering from a stroke. Damien responded to the family crisis by
rebuilding the family retaining wall, fulfilling the true prophecy of his calling.
The next few years are fuzzy in everyone’s mind. Between 1980 and 1981
he joined Rob Cameron and Kerry Davies working at Time Off, no longer
a student paper and by this time based at Metro Arts, doing the layout and
producing artwork for the covers. The political scene in Brisbane was a blur
of mixed metaphors. ‘You-you-you,’ the premier would slur, ‘don’t you worry
about that! A bird in the hand leaves no stone unturned! On the one hand …
on the other hand … and on the other hand …’

The Cane Toad Times (version 1.0) had stopped production and the satire
vacuum in Brisbane was well into the red. It was Damien’s idea to resuscitate
The Cane Toad Times. The cost of living in Brisbane was low and he could
get by hanging out doing jobs at 4ZZZ and for the UQ student newspaper
Semper Floreat. He also did some design work for a travel company, Jetset,
which came as close to real money as he could get. In 1983, Damien and
Andrew Kidd Fraser secured the editorship of Semper and seemed, as far as
anyone can recall, to impose only two editorial policies: (1) No right-wing
bullshit (‘bullshit’ being redundant) and (2) No poetry.
It was in the dingy front office of Semper that I met our man. I was a
working-class kid from Darra, a relative outcast at UQ among the Faiths,
Hopes, Charities, Prues, Hamishes and Nigels of the dominant UQ student
body, a bit like a boil in a doll shop. I had grown up roaming the streets with
the kids of a large Polish family from down the road, who could fart at will
and who ran the local under-15s protection racket. ‘University’ was no more
bandied about at my dinner table as a youth than ‘cold fusion’. From school I
had initially proceeded to TAFE, and even that was considered poncy by our
standards. I wasted my time at the Queensland College of Art doing cartoons
and embarrassingly bawdy illustrations, until someone there, perhaps to get
rid of me, suggested I transfer to university.
So off I went to the University of Queensland, a pile of cartoons under my
arm looking for a home, and somehow worked up the courage to try my luck
getting them published by Semper. Walking into that dingy basement room,
I was confronted by this sullen-looking bloke in a leather bikie jacket and
cockatoo earring, sitting next to Andrew Kidd Fraser, who looked with barely
disguised horror at what I might be wanting from them. The turnaround time
was lightning fast.
‘It’s not poetry, is it?’ sneered Damien, pointing to the bundle under
my arm.
‘God, no.’
‘I suppose you want us to look at them?’
‘How about I leave them and pick them up later,’ I said, hoping that these
two intimidating blokes wouldn’t still be there when I did.
I turned on my thonged heel and bolted, but, as I passed by the window
outside, I glanced up and saw Damien was laughing, and the rest, as they
say, is history. The moment was transformative – university would become
infinitely more interesting, multidimensional, and had a space for weirdos
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like me. I would learn the value of ridicule in the fight for social justice, and I
would acquire a lifelong friend.
Semper was a dry run for The Cane Toad Times second collective phase
and produced the most creative and biting satire on Queensland politics
and culture then or since. It boasted for a time of being Australia’s Only
Humour Magazine.
In these early days, Damien was living in Bartley Street, Spring Hill, in
a house his parents helped him buy. By restoring the house with his father,
Damien was able to repay his parents and eventually take advantage of the
property market. It was right behind the Tower Mill Motel. Many a night was
spent with takeaway curries and goonie bags of wine, brainstorming ideas
for the magazine. He shared this house with various assorted individuals,
including Allan Martin, Michelle Andringa and Pat Leo.
By 1986, Damien had sold up and purchased a house on Main St,
Kangaroo Point, which he shared with Buffy Lavery, another lifelong friend,
and a cockatoo named Columbine, who would imitate the ringtone of the
phone. (It knew that when the phone rang, people would say ‘hello’, and so
it would get to say ‘hello’, which it seemed to like.) He also trained it to say
‘Free Nelson Mandela before it’s too late’, which it did with only a modicum of
success and even less impact on the political situation of South Africa.
The house was painted pink and grey, emulating the colours of a galah.
Despite the insanely noisy Main Street traffic rattling the boards, The Cane
Toad Times was produced on the front verandah. The blockbuster musical
The Hound of Music was also produced there. It was also there that Damien’s
award-winning seventeen-minute animated film, Feral Television, was
produced. It won the Yoram Gross Animation Award for Best Australian
Animated Film in 1991. The cells were hand-drawn and painted, eighteen for
every second of film, by a team of friends, including Jo Forsythe and Buffy
Lavery. (‘Better than knitting,’ someone said, ‘but still hard yakka.’)
Feral Television is set in a one-eyed police state. It is a love story between
a triple-pointy-headed innocent and a television set who just wants to be
free – a biting satire on state-controlled, ideologically impaired media, and
a testimony to the creativity and intelligence of its artist. The music for the
film, which sealed its fate as one of the most remarkable animated films by
an Australian artist, was written and performed by musician and friend,
John Wilsteed. Feral Television is only partly fictional, not just because of its
accurate political message, but because its world – a world in which natural
and artificial things have their roles inverted and their boundaries confused

– is the world Damien inhabited.
Every shopping mall was for him a
Wunderkammern, a treasure trove of
mystery boxes full of bright designs or
gaudy crap – it didn’t matter which.
In November, 1986, Damien and
Anne Jones went into the city and
bought a shelf company, which they
renamed Toad Holdings Pty Ltd.
They were the first two shareholders
but quickly issued shares to others,
including Robert Whyte, David Pyle,
Rick Caskey and quite a few others
besides. The company, which these
principals founded – ToadShow – was
born. ToadShow would become the
vehicle for some of the most visually
stunning, historically interesting,
captivating and progressive works
in multimedia design and museum
installation in the history of
Queensland.
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A life worth living
THERE IS NO PLACE to end A Life, certainly never at the end. ‘Time’s
arrow seems to déjà vu here?’ Damien wrote in his contribution to quantum
physics, ‘Scientists Find Anomalies In and Then Go Back and Kill Your
Grandparents’, published in The Onion and Philosophy (Open Court, 2010).
Damien had many philosophical views. He argued, for example, that
we had completely failed to understand human nature. We are not rational
animals, as the Greeks thought, but just thinly disguised lizards with a
fundamental need to sit for long periods of time, conserving energy for better
things. All the frenetic effort that we expend in the pursuit of career, growth
and industry is based on a fundamental misconception of what would make
us happy. Happiness is very, very simple. It consists in all the Little Things –
the perfectly timed joke; the cunjevoi that squirts sea water in your face; the
box that your kid prefers over the toy that came in it; the power tool that every
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six-year-old should own (and be able to use unsupervised); the logo that, if it
doesn’t work for one client, will, if you simply invert it, work for another; the
knowledge that winter mornings are for long reads under a ridiculously fluffy
doona and only to be disturbed by a call to Yum Cha (which the lizard brain
must obey!) In the Extreme Relaxation stakes, Damien was a champion –
could have gone to the nationals, we reckon, if only he hadn’t pushed himself.
For a man who counted himself as socially awkward, he had many
excellent friendships. He was particularly close throughout his life to his
colleagues, who gave him the greatest gift – the opportunity to do interesting
work outside the regimen of a nine-to-five schedule. He was very close to Max
Bannah, the extraordinary Queensland animator, to the visual artist, ‘Squirrel’
(Michael Barnett), whose paintings covered his walls, to Buffy, Jo, Andrew,
Marco, Sandy and Davo, Pip and Simon, LJ and Brack, and many more.
For a man sans famille, he made it a point to have many children in his
life – especially, his nieces and nephews, Andrew’s boys, Buffy’s girls and my
own boys. He could not accept that children were anything else but short
adults and treated them always with the same respect he reserved for his
friends. There was much boisterous play – jumping off his head (he had a
strong neck) into the surf, sliding down sand dunes on pieces of cardboard,
being flipped over and over until they were giddy and almost sick from
laughing. In all this, the children in Damien’s life thrived and grew up with
eclectic interests and worldviews, and with an ease navigating the adult world
that to their bewildered parents was remarkable.
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‘What would be the best pet?’ his niece, Jenny, asked him.
‘A furry gecko – because you could pet it, but it would still eat all the
cockroaches.’
There were legendary presents for children – exquisitely illustrated
children’s books like If (‘If toes were teeth, if caterpillars were toothpaste …’);
gooey, exploding Moose products; a remote-control tarantula; a popcorn
machine; children’s sized Mambo shirts (Mechanoroo!); a red wax
hand‑shaped candle with a wick in each finger that bled when lit; larger-thanlife plaster of paris penguins; and, always, powertools! There were kitchen
physics and chemistry experiments and school projects that produced
remarkable contraptions out of wood, chicken wire, recycled plastic and
spraypaint that left their cardboard counterparts in the classroom for dead.
There were adventures with chickens that roamed his house and sat on his
chest watching television. Being raised on Rex the Runt spoiled my kids for
anything bearing the Disney brand, which was just fine by me.
And then it ended, as all fun must, according to the law of conservation
of pleasure. Too soon. We were not ready and we miss him. Terribly. But
where every end is also a new beginning. The beginning of a series of reveries
on Brisbane during a period in which many think it came of age, and through
the eyes of one odd bloke, who made us see the world for what it was:
fantastic, comic, wondrous, subject to the farces of chance and fortune and,
above all, entangled.
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